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Abstract—SemiDefinite Programming (SDP) problem is one
of the most central problems in mathematical optimization. We
have developed the new version of SDPARA, which is a parallel
implementation on multiples CPUs and GPUs for solving large-
scale SDP problems. SDPARA can attain high scalability using
a large number of CPU cores and some techniques of processor
affinity and memory interleaving. SDPARA can also perform
the parallel Cholesky factorization using thousands of GPUs and
techniques to overlap the computation and communication if an
SDP problem has over a million constraints. We demonstrate
that SDPARA is a peta-scale general solver for SDP problems
in various application fields through numerical experiments on
the TSUBAME 2.5 supercomputer and we solved the largest SDP
problem (which has over 2.33 million constraints), thereby creat-
ing a new world record. Our implementation also achieved 1.713
PFlops in double precision for large-scale Cholesky factorization
using 2,720 CPUs and 4,080 GPUs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, semidefinite programming (SDP) prob-
lems have been intensively studied both in theoretical and
practical aspects in a wide range of fields such as com-
binatorial optimization, structural optimization, control the-
ory, economics, quantum chemistry, sensor network location,
data mining, and machine learning. The SDPA algorithm
(SDPA) [1] is one of the most famous software packages
of the primal-dual interior-point method (PDIPM) for solving

the standard-form SDP problem (formulation (1)). SDPA in-
corporates special data structures for handling block diagonal
data matrices, and efficient techniques for computing search
directions when SDP problems become large and/or sparse.
Solving extremely large-scale SDP problems is considered to
be important and challenging. In many applications, therefore,
SDP problems become too large for SDP software packages
including the SDPA to be solvable on a single node. There
exist two well-known major bottleneck parts in the algorithmic
framework of PDIPM. The first part is the generation of the
so-called Schur complement matrix (SCM). The second part is
the Cholesky factorization of SCM. These two parts are called
ELEMENTS and CHOLESKY, respectively.

The standard-form SDP has the following primal-dual form.

P : minimize
∑m

k=1 ckxk

subject to X =
∑m

k=1 F kxk − F 0, X ≽ O.
D : maximize F 0 • Y

subject to F k • Y = ck (k = 1, . . . ,m), Y ≽ O.

(1)

We denote by Sn the space of n × n symmetric matrices.
The notation X ≽ O (X ≻ O) indicates that X ∈ Sn is
a positive semidefinite (positive definite) matrix. The inner-
product between U ∈ Sn and V ∈ Sn is defined by U •V =∑n

i=1

∑n
j=1 UijVij .

The size of a given SDP problem can be roughly measured
in terms of five metrics:

1) m: the number of equality constraints in the dual form
D (which equals the size of the SCM)

2) n: the size of the variable matrices X and Y



We denote the time complexities of ELEMENTS and
CHOLESKY by O(mn3 +m2n2) and O(m3), respectively.

We developed a new version of semidefinite programming
algorithm parallel version (SDPARA) 7.6.0-G, which is a par-
allel implementation on multiples CPUs and GPUs for solving
extremely large-scale SDP problems. SDPARA is designed to
execute PDIPM on parallel computers with distributed mem-
ory space. The speed-up achieved by SDPARA is essentially
attributable to its use of parallel computation to overcome the
computational bottlenecks of ELEMENTS and CHOLESKY.
Each process reads the input data and stores them and all
variables in the process memory space, while the SCM data
are divided between processes. We previously reported that
SDPARA can compute each row of the SCM in parallel,
and applied the parallel Cholesky factorization provided by
ScaLAPACK to the SCM. SDPARA is much faster than other
parallel implementations such as PCSDP and PDSDP when
solving large-scale sparse SDP problems [2]. In our previous
work [2], we developed SDPARA 7.5.0-G on TSUBAME
2.0 [3], which is a high-performance GPU-accelerated super-
computer at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. We solved the
largest SDP problem (which has over 1.48 million constraints),
and created a new world record in 2012. In the same year, our
implementation also achieved 533 TFlops in double precision
for large-scale Cholesky factorization using 4,080 GPUs.

As mentioned above, SDP has many applications that in-
volve SDP problems with special structures. We initiated the
SDPA project 1 [1], which aims to develop high-performance
software packages for SDP, and we have solved a large number
of SDP problems since 1995; therefore, we can classify the
various types of SDP problems into the following three cases:

1) Case 1: SDP problems are sparse and satisfy the property
of correlative sparsity; therefore, SCM tends to become
sparse (e.g., the sensor network location problem and
the polynomial optimization problem). In this case,
CHOLESKY is the bottleneck part of PDIPM. We can
perform parallel Cholesky factorization of sparse SCM
by utilizing MUMPS and optimized BLAS libraries.

2) Case 2: m is less or not considerably greater than
n and SCM is fully dense (e.g., the quantum chem-
istry problem and the truss topology problem). In this
case, ELEMENTS is the bottleneck part of PDIPM, so
we can decrease the time complexity of ELEMENTS
O(mn3 + m2n2) to O(m2) by exploiting the sparsity
of the data matrix. ELMENTS for large-scale SDP
problems generally requires significant computational
resources in terms of CPU cores and memory bandwidth.
In this study, we demonstrate that SDPARA can perform
efficient parallel computation of ELEMENTS using a
large quantity of CPU cores and some techniques of
processor affinity and memory interleaving in Case 2.

3) Case 3: m is considerably greater than n and SCM is
fully dense (e.g., the combinatorial optimization problem
and quadratic assignment problem(QAP) [2]). In this

1http://sdpa.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 1. Performance of GPU CHOLESKY obtained by using up to 1360
nodes (4080 GPUs) on TSUBAME 2.0 and 2.5.

case, CHOLESKY is the bottleneck part of PDIPM.
We accelerated CHOLESKY by using massively parallel
GPUs with computational performance much higher
than that of CPUs. In order to achieve scalable per-
formance with thousands of GPUs, we utilized a high-
performance BLAS kernel along with optimization tech-
niques to overlap computation, PCI-Express communi-
cation, and MPI communication [2]. In this study, we
improved the performance of CHOLESKY and verified
the numerical results on the TSUBAME 2.5 supercom-
puter in Case 3.

We previously reported that SDPARA can certainly deter-
mine whether the SCM of an input SDP problem becomes
sparse (Case 1) or not (Cases 2 and 3). In the present study,
we mainly focused on parallel computation of ELEMENTS
and CHOLESKY in Cases 2 and 3, respectively. We also
demonstrated that SDPARA is a high-performance general
solver for SDPs in various application fields through numerical
experiments on the TSUBAME 2.5 supercomputer and solved
the largest SDP problem (QAP10), which has over 2.33 million
constraints; and we created a new world record. Our imple-
mentation also achieved 1.713 PFlops in double precision for
large-scale Cholesky factorization using 2,720 CPUs and 4,080
GPUs (Fig. 1).
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